
Third Conditional

Name: Result: Date: __/40  __/__/20__

If I _______________ that he died of ill treatment, she
____________________________.
1.

(shriek) (not/understand)

If he __________________ his position his vanity
______________________ his curiosity about the world, but he displayed no
more consciousness of his royalty than a kicking Infanta of Spain.

2.

(apprehend) (outgrow)

These dogs __________________ white and orange if their original color
______________________, owing to the blood which covered them.
3.

(be) (not/disappear)

This he __________________ naturally enough if he __________ the fear
of a sharp edge before his eyes.
4.

(do) (have)

If the English _______________ at any time before he delivered the attack
he ____________________ the siege and retired.
5.

(appear) (raise)

If he ____________ it, he ____________________ to papa.6.
(mean) (speak)

If you _____________ a man in cold blood I _________________ nothing
to do with you.
7.

(kill) (have)

But this was not to be, and strange, indeed, it __________________ if the
writer ______________ the opposition which is almost invariably offered to
the discoverer.

8.

(be) (escape)

We had completely barricaded the door and no one
____________________ if we _____________ to defend our position.
9.

(get in) (choose)

He __________________ back to them if the weather _______________
it impossible.
10.

(go) (not/make)

If they ___________________-how much worse it __________________.11.
(passive/marry) (be)
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If a thunderbolt _____________ it _________________________ a
greater sensation.
12.

(fall) (not/create)

I __________________ back and embraced them if the train
________________ to move.
13.

(go) (not/begin)

If any one ________________ it to him he ______________________ it.14.
(suggest) (resent)

If I ___________ less tired in my body I daresay my mind and fancy
_____________________________________ by it all.
15.

(be) (passive/amuse/and/excite)

If it _______________ for that, they __________________ much worse
off; but the drops of lead were so curious and looked so much like animals
and pieces of silver, that they almost forgot for the time their great loss.

16.

(not/be) (be)

One hundred and fifty of the conquerors were dead; nearly all the rest
were wounded, and if the Indians _______________ them in their retreat they
______________________ to a man.

17.

(attack) (perish)

Yet we drank, and made a brave pretence at all the conventional wedding
merriment; for if we _________________, some of us
___________________.

18.

(not/laugh) (cry)

If he _____________ out of the snow at his feet the boy
__________________ no more startled and surprised.
19.

(spring) (be)

If you _____________ a beautiful wife, you __________________ one.20.
(want) (marry)
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